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Vaccum Engineering & Materials

Vacuum Engineering and Materials Co. (VEM) – leading US
based supplier of high-purity thin ﬁlm and PVD materials
opts for GUMU™ Integration for Salesforce with Sage X3
to seamlessly synchronize its customer and sales data,
thereby gets 360⁰ view of its customers. They can now
access cri�cal sales and ﬁnancial data and maintain data
consistency across applica�ons. It reduced their addi�onal
internal communica�ons and avoided any tracking and
upda�ng of sales data on spreadsheets.

Overview:

V

EM was founded in 1987, headquartered in Silicon Valley - USA, serving 250+ customers globally
and has 25+ years of experience in manufacturing sputtering targets, thin ﬁlm and evaporation

materials and is a leading manufacturer of high-quality PVD materials.
VEM used Sage X3 to manage their accounts and operations and Salesforce to manage their sales and
marketing activities. It was looking for a solution that could amalgamate sales and ﬁnancial data,
ensure data consistency and provide access to real time updates across both the systems. Integration
was key to optimize the sales process and reduce interaction between sales and operations for
customer transactions and regular updates. One of the primary objectives was also to improve the
order entry processing and get real time customer updates which could enhance customer service.
VEM chose Greytrix's GUMU™ integration for Salesforce with Sage X3 as it eﬀortlessly mapped the
modules between the two systems. It’s easy to use and cost – eﬀective feature provided them with the
ﬂexibility to address their futuristic requirement in order to stay ahead of the competition.

Business Situation:

V

EM manufactures products for aerospace, defense and life sciences markets. VEM envisioned to

be the most trusted supplier of the aforesaid products by delivering world-class service, building

customer loyalty, achieving a powerful ﬁnancial standpoint and exemplifying a perfect organization. To
achieve this vision, their IT Manager, Michael Petzing took strategic initiatives in optimizing Sage X3 to
help keep track of customer ﬁnancial data.
Previously in VEM, Salesforce.com was used only to track appointments and maintaining customer
notes. Sales reps recorded and managed their customer data and transaction – related information
on invoices, sales orders, etc. on spreadsheets separately.
The President wanted to see if there were better ways to maintain data consistency, reduce dependencies on discrete spreadsheets to track order status thus achieving a higher lead time in order
processing and provide better customer experience. An integration solution between the two systems
that could help salespeople to easily access customer details and sales summary on Salesforce
console in real-time basis and keep their focus only on sales instead of manually tracking data.

https://www.greytrix.com

Expectations from an integrated
front & back oﬃce application:
It was critical for VEM to engage in streamlining its front and
back oﬃce operations in order achieve continuous growth. The
ERP and CRM applications operating in a silo would result in
increased communication time-lines between sales and operations for status updates and data maintenance.

Greytrix Integration Beneﬁts:
Greytrix pre sales and development team analysed VEM’s
requirements in detail to arrive at GUMU™ integration for
Salesforce with Sage X3 to bring in much needed integration. The solution oﬀered by Greytrix had an architecture
which embodied all VEM’s concerns stated below

Linking customers:

The key challenges for VEM with its disparate IT system were
• Data redundancy as there was lot of duplication of data
across Sage X3, Salesforce and sales reps spread sheets
• Sync its business data across multiple systems and applica
tions
• Manual data entry in the systems caused loss of productive
time
• Identifying prospects from the lead list in the database
• Increased lead time for processing customer requests
• Mapping the pricing information from Sage X3 to Salesforce
Having evaluated the option of in-house developing solution
VEM was uncertain whether in-house developed integration
connections would be cost eﬀective and easy to maintain
specially for any future requirements. Michael then came
across the GUMU™ integration solution for salesforce with
Sage X3 and with the solution pricing, lean product functionality
and ability to work with Greytrix on customizing for additional
requirements the solution seemed more scalable and cost
eﬀective compared to developing an integration plugin or using
advanced connectors with complex data mapping and manual
scripting.
Michael noted during the evaluation of the integration

Existing Sage X3 customers could now be linked with Salesforce accounts which eluded data duplication.

Eliminated data redundancy:
Sales representatives no longer manage and maintain order
status in separate spreadsheets as infor-mation is now
readily available in Salesforce. Also with real time updates, the
process was quicker and ef-ﬁcient since sales reps had access
to real time updates as they took place in Sage X3.

Ease of Usability:
Easy to promote customer and sales order from Salesforce to
Sage X3, facilitated faster order processing thereby sales
people spent less time in data gathering and more time on
working with the prospects or customers.

Real – time Information View:
Inside sales representatives could now view customer’s ﬁnancial information from Sage X3. Details of the customers that
were tracked in Sage X3 could now be viewed in Salesforce
and details of customers’ ex-ceeding their credit limit or
assessment of customer’s credit before order placement was
now possible.

Streamline product pricing updates:
VEM had an elaborate system for its product pricing. Pricing

“

data was stored and managed in a separate database that

We looked at some products and finally decided on GUMU due to pricing and it’s easy to use,
simple approach. Finding GUMU and making a
decision was fairly simple. GUMU was already
way ahead of what we were looking for compared to building something in-house

moved pricing data to the master items in Sage X3. With

Michael Petzing – IT Manager

credit limit and status of credit hold in Salesforce, sales reps

GUMU it was possible to transfer an updated pricing from
Sage X3 into Salesforce, enabling sales reps to work with the
most current pricing on new sales orders.

Verifying customer’s credit limits before placing orders:
With customer’s ﬁnancial data such as overdue invoices,
could now check if there are any past overdue and update the
customer details before placing any new sales orders. This
also helps sales to keep an audit and inform customers which
resulted in faster securing of outstanding payments.
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“

Flexibility to configure Salesforce fields:

GUMU™ integration for Salesforce with Sage X3 provided VEM

Additional custom ﬁelds in Salesforce could be conﬁgured

a mature, stable and economic solution that enhanced the

which automatically reﬂected on inquiries associated with Sage

performance of both its systems, thereby keeping itself a step

X3 data. This helped VEM to identify its underlying require-

ahead of its competitors. Also after deploying the integration;

ments. They could now optimize the usability of their existing

IT, sales and operations departments could identify further

system and further improve their business processes.

needs to optimize since the pain points were really not at the
surface prior to the integration. VEM could now identify addi-

Overall training and learning to access additional accounting

tional gaps that could be addressed by customizing the

data for sales reps took just an hour. Since data display and

integration to make the process of data automation and

sales order entry is within the Salesforce screens, the ability to

process optimization much better.

search and learn where to ﬁnd information made it relatively
easy to get acquainted to the integrated data.
Michael also noted one of the primary beneﬁts was reduced
communications and manual data entries –

“

“

With the integration now in place, sales reps are not
spending time doing data entry every day. Spreadsheets

are being avoided. All this eventually adds revenue as sales
reps are selling opposed to spending time in data entry

Greytrix – a globally recognized and one of the
oldest Sage Champion Development Partner is a
one-stop solution provider for Sage ERP and Sage
CRM organizational needs. Being acknowledged
and rewarded for multi-man years of experience,
we bring complete end-to-end assistance for your
technical consultations, product customizations,
data migration, system integrations, third-party
add-on development and implementation competence.
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